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General
The GOLD LP is a complete air handling unit with direct-
driven supply air and extract air fans, supply air and ex-
tract air filters, rotary heat exchanger and built-in control 
equipment. 

Thanks to its low installation height, the GOLD LP can be 
installed in false ceiling voids, horizontally in an attic space 
or in other confined spaces. In order to save floor space, 
the GOLD LP can also be mounted by a wall, as an alter-
native to a conventional unit.
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Gold LP – The new model that 
really keeps a low profi le 

 ► Extremely thin

 ►Optimal heat recovery

 ►Very low noise level

 ► Sliding doors

The RECOnomic rotary heat exchanger is tilted, which provides 
a large face surface and thus excellent heat recovery with small 

pressure losses. 

The patent-pending Super Silence innovation distributes the 
airfl ow, which means essentially less noise in the most sensitive 
frequency bands. The GOLD LP can therefore be installed inside 

suspended ceilings or closets without disturbing noise.

As member of the new GOLD generation, we present a 
completely new model: the GOLD LP. LP stands for ’Low 
Profi le’. The air handling unit is extremely thin in relation 
to its performance and its energy effi ciency.  It can be 
installed without having to occupy valuable fl oor space. 
Typical installation possibilities are horizontal installation 
inside a suspended ceiling or vertical installation inside a 
closet. The unit has space-saving sliding doors which sim-
plify service and maintenance.
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Visible on the ceiling

In a corridor In a closet

In the attic

Inside suspended ceilings

Installation Examples
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Technical Description of the Air Handling Units
General
The GOLD LP is a complete air handling unit with direct-
driven supply air and extract air fans, supply air and ex-
tract air filters, rotary heat exchanger and built-in control 
equipment.   

The concept of the GOLD LP is patent pending.

Built-in control equipment
The GOLD LP has built-in control equipment that can be 
operated from a hand-held micro terminal. 

The electrical and control system is completely integrat-
ed into the air handling unit. The microprocessor-based 
equipment controls and regulates temperatures, airflows 
and other functions. A large number of functions are built 
into the system and are simple to activate. 

Range of Application
The GOLD LP is designed for comfort ventilation and can 
be used in offices, schools, day nurseries, public premises, 
shops and residential buildings.

Thanks to its low installation height, the GOLD LP can 
be installed in suspended ceilings (mounting brackets are 
supplied with the unit), horizontally in an attic or in other 
confined spaces.  In order to save floor space, the GOLD 
LP can also be mounted upright by a wall, as an alterna-
tive to a conventional unit (a base is available as an acces-
sory).

The unit must be installed indoors. 

The GOLD LP units generate low noise levels. This makes 
it possible to install the units near utility areas and work-
places.

The air handling units have an attractive and modest 
design making them ideal for installation where they can 
be seen in the premises.

The GOLD LP is designed and tested for temperatures, 
in the surroundings and the air stream, from -40°C to 
+40°C.

Simple installation 
A standard installation is simple. Over and above installing 
the air handling unit, duct system and air diffusers and 
registers, all that remains to be done is to connect the 
unit to a power supply and locate a temperature sensor 
inside the supply air duct. 

Ready-to-use wiring terminals and control functions are 
provided for accessories such as dampers, air heaters and 
air coolers.

GOLD LP

Certification
Swegon AB has a certified Quality Assurance System that 
conforms to ISO 9001 Standard and a certified Environ-
mental Management System to ISO 14001.

The GOLD LP air handling system is also certificated by 
Eurovent, No. AHU-06-06-319.

www.eurovent-certification.com 
www.certiflash.com

N° 06.06.319 
Range: GOLD

Environmental Product Declaration
Swegon AB has a certified environmental management 
system that conforms to ISO 14001 Standard and is regis-
tered on the REPA Register, no. 5560778465.

The GOLD LP is made of the following materials:

Type of Material Percentage of total weight

Sheet steel Approx. 80%

Aluminium Approx. 9.5%

Polymeric materials Approx. 0.5%

Mineral wool insulation Approx. 2%

Filters Approx. 1%

Electronic components, motors Approx. 7%
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Technical Description of the Air Handling Units
Mechanical Design
Casing
The visible sides of the air handling unit consist of gal-
vanized sheet steel that has been prepainted in a shade 
of white NCS S 0502-G. The exterior back side and the 
inside consist of aluminium-zinc plated sheet steel.

The exterior surfaces of the air handling unit conform to 
Environmental Class C4. The casing, inclusive inspection 
panels, has 30 mm thick mineral wool insulation.

There are two slide rails on the inspection side of the unit.  
The inspection panel opens down into a slide rail when 
it is opened. The inspection panel can then be pulled to 
the side like a sliding door. If desired, the slide rails can be 
dismantled. 

The unit is equipped with extra inspection panel on the 
long sides. Together with inspection panels on the inspec-
tion side, these facilitate filter change from two sides. 

The inspection panels can be opened and closed using a 
special key. Lockable handles are available as accessories.

Fans 
The fans are direct-driven plenum fans of the following 
types: GOLD Wing (size 05) or Wing+ (size 08).  They are 
equipped with EC motors that provide high efficiency 
across the entire operating range. Flow measurement and 
control are standard.

The fans are effectively vibration-isolated from the casing. 
They can be dismantled and removed from the air han-
dling unit if required.

Heat exchanger 
The rotary heat exchanger is of RECOnomic type, pat-
ented by Swegon. The heat exchanger is driven by a step 
motor that controls the rotor speed with high precision 
and controls the heat recovery efficiency as well.

The rotary heat exchanger is tilted in order to save on in-
stallation height.

The rotation monitor and control system are standard 
equipment. 

It is available in a sorption version for moisture recovery, 
which reduces operating and investment costs for cooling 
and improves indoor comfort levels in the winter. 

The heat exchanger is equipped with a purging sector.

Filters
The air handling unit has Class F7 bag filters for both the 
supply air and the extract air. A filter monitoring function 
is integrated into the control system.

Direct-driven fans with EC motors.

RECOnomic rotary heat exchanger.

Class F7 bag filter.

Extra inspection panel

Slide rail
GOLD LP
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Electrical and Control System
General
The IQnomic control system is completely integrated into 
the air handling unit. The microprocessor-based equip-
ment controls and regulates temperatures, airflows and 
other functions. A large number of functions are built into 
the system and are simple to activate. See the special sec-
tion entitled “Description of the Control System”.

The air handling unit can be automatically controlled in 
several ways via the integrated time switch, however it 
can also be demand-controlled via a CO2 sensor or pres-
ence detector. Manual control is also possible. 

A large number of functions and settings can be also acti-
vated/entered via communication. 

Control Inaccuracy:
Temperature ± 1oC.
Airflow ± 5%.

Power Efficiency
The design and performance of the air handling unit are 
optimized for achieving excellent power efficiency.

Standards
The air handling unit conforms to the provisions in the 
SS-EN 60204-1 Standard.

Interference Level
The air handling units conform to the provisions of the 
EMC Directive and are tested according to EN 61000-6-
2 and EN 61000-6-3 Standards. (radiation in residential 
buildings, office buildings, shops and similar indoor envi-
ronments and for immunity in industrial facilities).

Use of an earth fault circuit breaker
The earth fault circuit breaker, if required, should only 
serve the air handling unit and must be of a type de-
signed for use with the controller of the EC motor.

Communication
Communication via TCP/IP and EIA 485 is included as 
standard. The TBLZ Communication unit is used for com-
munication via LON and Trend.

The GOLD also has built-in web communication. Commu-
nication with the GOLD can be established via an ordinary 
web browser (such as Internet Explorer) and your own 
network, i.e. without any main control systems whatever. 

In addition to the above, the GOLD units have inputs and 
outputs for external functions such as the forwarding of 
alarms or overtime operation that can be keyed in.

IQnomic control unit

Typical flow diagram for web communication.

Technical Description of the Air Handling Units
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Technical Description of the Air Handling Units
Electrical and Control System
Flow Diagrams
When you calculate performance data in the ProUnit AHU 
selection program, the program furnishes a project-specif-
ic flow diagram and a description of the unit’s functions. 

The individual components are specified below. 

Components

By making a simple adjustment in the control equipment, you can change the 
directions of airflow through the GOLD LP at the building site (small arrows). 
The relevant components automatically change function as well.

 

Outdoor air Supply air Extract air Exhaust air

V1 Outdoor air filter.

BT3 Outdoor air temperature sensor. Indicates for control 
of functions that affect temperature.

E1 Variable speed-controlled RECOnomic rotary heat 
exchanger with air purging operation.

M3 Step motor for variable speed control of the rotary 
heat exchanger.

BG1 Rotation monitor sensor for monitoring the heat 
exchanger’s rotation.

G1 Direct-driven supply air fan with EC motor.

T1 Motor controller for variable control of the supply air 
fan.

BF1 Flow pressure sensor, supply air. Indicates for control 
of the supply air fan’s speed and monitors the filter 
status.

BT1 Supply air temperature sensor. To be positioned in 
the ductwork. Indicates for control of functions that 
affect temperature.

V2 Extract air filter.

BT2 Extract air temperature sensor. Indicates for control 
of functions that affect temperature.

G2 Direct-driven extract air fan with EC motor.

T2 Motor controller for variable control of the extract 
air fan.

BF2 Extract air flow pressure sensor. Indicates for control 
of the extract air fan’s speed and monitors the filter 
status. 

K1 IQnomic control unit containing control circuit card 
and other electrical equipment for controlling inter-
nal and external functions.

P1 Hand-held micro terminal for setting and reading air-
flows, temperatures, control functions, in-operation 
periods, etc. as well as alarms.
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Electrical and Control System
Hand-held micro terminal
All the settings and readings can be entered/viewed in 
plain text via a user-friendly, hand-held micro terminal. 

The hand-held micro terminal has keys for entering the 
various commands. The display screen and the keys have 
background lighting. A red indicating LED flashes in the 
event of an alarm. The preset values are stored and will 
not be affected in the event of a power failure.

The control panel contains logically composed menus ar-
ranged in various levels as follows:

• Main menu. Intended for reading the operating status 
and for entering temporary changes in how the unit 
operates.

• User level. Intended for entering settings and viewing 
readings for the functions selected.

• Installation level. An access code is required (obtainable 
in the maintenance instructions). Selection of functions 
and the setting of limit values. 

• Service level. An access code is required (disclosed on 
completion of special training course).

Hand-held micro terminal

MAIN MENU
OPERATION
SETTINGS

AUTO OPERATION
MANUAL LOW SPEED
MANUAL HIGH SPEED

STOP

USER LEVEL

INSTALLATION LEVEL

SERVICE LEVEL

Principle structure of the menu system.

Technical Description of the Air Handling Units
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Accessories

General
The duct accessories must be positioned in the ductwork 
outside the GOLD unit. The air handling unit fans make it 
possible to place a duct accessory, via a TBRB end connec-
tion adapter, directly against the air handling unit without 
pressure losses or non-uniform air distribution.  

TBSA Circular damper
The TBSA circular damper with damper actuator can be 
used as a shut-off damper or boosting damper. Shut-off 
dampers are normally used if the air handling unit is idle 
during some period, for example at night, or if an air 
heater for hot water without anti-frost bursting protec-
tion is used.

The TBSA circular damper without damper actuator, with 
hand lever, is used for achieving the correct air leakage 
direction across the heat exchanger. This prevents the 
extract air from being carried over to the supply air. To be 
mounted inside the extract air duct. 

Technical Data
Complete without or with damper actuator for 230 V. 
The actuator can be selected with spring return or on/off 
actuation. Galvanized sheet steel. Tightness Class 3 to EN 
1751 Standard.

Installation
Can be mounted in a horizontal or vertical duct. Wire the 
control and power supply cables to the appropriate wiring 
terminal on the air handling unit.

The duct accessories for the GOLD LP are fitted with 
rubber seal rings. 

Other particulars for sizing can be obtained by using the 
ProUnit air handling unit selection program.

TBRB End connection adapter 
End connection adapter between rectangular inlet/outlet 
on the air handling unit and circular duct or duct acces-
sory with circular connections.

Technical data
Aluminum-zinc-plated sheet steel outer skin. Galvanized 
sheet steel inner skin. 30 mm thick intervening insulation.

Installation
To be secured to the unit with screws (predrilled holes). 
Install the duct accessory or duct.

TBSA A B kg
2-000-040-1-0 Ø 400 210 6
2-000-040-1-1/2 Ø 400 210 7

���

��

���
�

Duct accessories, uninsulated, circular connection

TBSA 000-040, is compatible with GOLD LP size 08

TBRB B H D I J K kg
05 526 458 400 242 284 229 4
08 605 533 400 302 302 266 5

D

32

36

H

B

I J

K

K
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Accessories

L

BH

TBDA B H L kg
1-000-040 Ø 400 Ø 600 1200 29.5

TBDA Unit sound attenuator
The TBDA unit sound attenuator is a circular sound at-
tenuator designed for installation in a duct.

Technical Data
Galvanized sheet steel.    

Sound attenuating material consisting of 100 mm thick 
long-fibred glass wool slabs that offer excellent sound 
attenuation, especially in the mid-frequencies. Glass wool 
covered with a layer of EUROLON that withstands sub-
stantially higher air velocities and mechanical strain than 
staple fibre. Sound attenuating material covered with 
perforated sheet steel outside the EUROLON layer.

Installation
Provision for inspection and cleaning must be guaranteed.

TBDB B H L kg
1-000-040 Ø 400 458 1000 27.5

TBDB Unit sound attenuator
The TBDB unit sound attenuator is a rectangular sound 
attenuator designed for installation in a run of ducts with 
circular connections.

Technical Data
Galvanized sheet steel. Low installation height. The fibre 
migration-proof Fartex inner lining has excellent density, 
hence no perforated sheet steel lining is needed between 
the insulation and the sound attenuating air passage. 

Installation
Provision for inspection and cleaning must be guaranteed.

L

BH

Duct accessories, uninsulated, circular connection

TBDA 000-040, matches GOLD LP sizes 05 and 08

TBDB 000-040, matches GOLD LP sizes 05 and 08
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Basic Installation Diagram

TBLA Air heater, for hot water
The TBLA air heater is used, if required, for reheating the 
supply air with hot water as the heating medium. 

Technical Data
Uninsulated casing made of galvanized sheet steel.  

Finned-tube heat exchanger fabricated of copper tubes 
and profiled aluminium fins. The headers and the pipe-
work to the water connections are made of copper. 
The pipe connections are made of brass and have male 
threads.

Accessories

Valve set/Set of electrical connection components 
The TBVL valve set with 2(3)-way valve, actuator, anti-
frost protection sensor and connection cable with quick-
fit connector can be ordered. If you install a valve of your 
own, you can instead select a set of electrical connec-
tion components. This set contains a connection cable 
with quick-fit connector, resistor and insertion or strap-on 
sensor.

Circulation pump
Circulation pump used for ensuring the frost guard func-
tion for the air heater. Supplied with T coupling, non-re-
turn valve and commissioning valve. The automatic pump 
control system is integrated into the control equipment of 
the GOLD unit.

Installation
The TBLA air heater can be installed for horizontal or ver-
tical airflow. Provision for inspection and cleaning must be 
guaranteed.

The installation of accessories (if required), fitting of pipe 
connections and filling the circuit with liquid must be 
done at the building site.

Accessories

T-piece

Anti-frost protection sensor 
in T piece Shut-off 

valve

Heating water

Shut-off 
valve

2(3)-way valve

Commis-
sioning valve

Non-return valve

Secondary pump

TBLA A B F G H R kg* 
5-000-040-2-1 Ø 400 590 255 250 500 DN20 22
5-000-040-2-2 Ø 400 590 255 250 500 DN20 18

* Excluding water. 

H

G

60 60300

 A

B
F

Conn. 

R male 

threads.

Duct accessories, uninsulated, circular connection

TBLA 000-040, matches GOLD LP sizes 05 and 08
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TBLE Electric Air Heater
The TBLE electric air heater is used reheating the supply 
air 

Technical Data
Uninsulated casing made of galvanized sheet steel and 
heating elements made of stainless material.  

The TBLE air heater is available in several capacity variants. 

The integrated thyristor is controlled via signals from the 
GOLD air handling unit. The TBLE has two series-coupled 
overheat protection devices The electrical equipment con-
forms to the provisions of Degree of Protection IP43. 

Installation
The TBLE air heater can be installed for horizontal or verti-
cal airflow. 

Provision for inspection and cleaning must be guaranteed. 

The end panel on the connection side can be dismantled 
for inspection and wiring electrical connections. 

The distance from or to a duct bend, damper, filter or the 
like should be at least the distance that is equivalent to 
double the diameter of the duct. Otherwise the airflow 
through the electric air heater is likely to be non-uniform, 
involving risk of overheating and the overheat protection 
device will then trip.

Power must be supplied directly from the electrical distri-
bution box. Connect the control signal cable with quick-fit 
connector to the air handling unit’s control unit.

Accessories

B 1919 L65...70 65...70

H A

20
0

19

TBLE A kg
4-000-040-06-1 Ø 400 9
4-000-040-12-1 Ø 400 12
4-000-040-06-2 Ø 400 9

A

42 42
375

278

71

TBLE A B H L kg
4-000-040-20-1 Ø 400 400 400 500 29
4-000-040-27-1 Ø 400 400 400 600 35
4-000-040-36-1 Ø 400 400 400 700 40
4-000-040-47-1 Ø 400 400 400 700 47
4-000-040-12-2 Ø 400 400 400 500 25
4-000-040-20-2 Ø 400 400 400 700 33
4-000-040-27-2 Ø 400 400 400 700 38
4-000-040-36-2 Ø 400 400 400 800 48
4-000-040-47-2 Ø 400 400 400 800 56

Duct accessories, uninsulated, circular connection

TBLE 000-040, matches GOLD LP sizes 05 and 08
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TBKA Air Cooler, for chilled water
TBKC Air cooler, direct expansion
The TBKA/TBKC air coolers are used for cooling the 
supply air with chilled water or evaporative refrigerant as 
the cooling medium. 

The TBKA/TBKC air coolers are available in several capac-
ity variants that cover existing needs of the GOLD LP.

Technical Data
Uninsulated casing made of galvanized sheet steel.  

The TBKA/TBKC air coolers consist of copper tubes and 
profiled aluminium fins. The TBKA has water connections 
made of copper/brass, with male connection threads. The 
TBKC has water connections made of copper designed for 
soldered joints.

Accessories

Controls
The IQnomic Plus, an extra module for the air handling 
unit control system, is required for controlling waterborne 
cooling. 

The regular outputs of the air handling unit are used for 
cooling with direct expansion in one step. If this is not 
sufficient then the IQnomic Plus should be used. 

Valve set
The TBVA Valve set consisting of a 2(3)-way valve includ-
ing actuator can be ordered. 

Installation
The TBKA/TBKC air cooler must be installed for horizontal 
airflow. 

Provision for inspection and cleaning must be guaranteed. 

The installation of accessories (if required), fitting of pipe 
connections and filling the circuit with liquid must be 
done at the building site.

TBKA, chilled water

TBKC (direct expansion)

Accessories

B
50060 60 E

A

F

ø 
D

TBKA A B D E F R kg* 
4-000-040-1 475 590 400 255 238 DN20 27
4-000-040-2 475 590 400 255 238 DN25 29
4-000-040-4 475 590 400 255 238 DN32 35

Drain pipe conn. DN 15 male threads

Conn.  R male 

threads.

* Excl. cooling medium

TBKC A B D E F di du kg*
3-000-040-1-1 455 590 400 255 228 12 22 23
4-000-040-2-1 475 590 400 255 238 22 22 38

* Excl. cooling medium

B
50060 60 E

A

F

ø 
D

Outer diam-

eter, du male 

threads

Outer diam-

eter, di male 

threads

Drain pipe conn. DN 15 male threads

Duct accessories, uninsulated, circular connection

TBKC 000-040, matches GOLD LP sizes 05 and 08

TBKA 000-040, matches GOLD LP sizes 05 and 08
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General
Uninsulated duct accessories with rectangular connection 
can be located directly against the air handling unit with-
out pressure losses or non-uniform air distribution. Use 
the TBRB end connection adapter for further connection 
to circular ducts/duct accessories.

Other particulars for sizing can be obtained by using the 
ProUnit air handling unit selection program.

Duct accessories, uninsulated, rectangular connection

Duct accessories, uninsulated  
TBSB rectangular double damper
The TBSB rectangular double damper with damper actua-
tor can be used as a shut-off damper or boosting damper. 
Shut-off dampers are normally used if the air handling 
unit is idle during some period, for example at night, or 
if an air heater for hot water without anti-frost bursting 
protection is used. 

The TBSB is used when interconnected dampers are 
desirable for both the inlet and outlet on the same end 
connection of the air handling unit.

Technical Data
Complete with damper actuator for 230 V. The actuator 
can be selected with spring return or on/off actuation. 
Galvanized sheet steel. Tightness class 3 to EN 1751.

Installation
To be mounted directly against the air handling unit. Wire 
the control and power supply cables to the appropriate 
wiring terminal on the air handling unit. 

Accessories

LC C
B

A H

TBSB A B C H L kg
1-045-040 400 1032 454 450 200 25
1-053-047 475 1190 533 527 200 32

TBSB 045-040, matches GOLD LP size 05
TBSB 053-047, matches GOLD LP size 08
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Accessories
Roof Hoods
General
The roof ducts are made of galvanized sheet steel. Lined 
inside with 50 mm thick insulation to Fire-resistance Class 
EI30, with a surface covering of type-approved synthetic 
woven fabric. Two angle brackets for connection to the 
relevant roof slope are included.

The hoods are made of aluminium-zinc plated sheet steel 
covered with a Plastisol (black) surface coating that con-
forms to Environmental Class C4.

The hoods have round duct connection, fitted with 
rubber seal rings for spiral ducts. 

TBHA Outdoor Air Hood 
Designed for the intake of outdoor air. The design of the 
hood makes it difficult for snow and rain drops to enter 
the hood with the incoming air. The hood is hinged and 
has air intake louvres on both sides. 

TBHB Exhaust Air Hood 
Designed for the discharge of exhaust air. The hood can 
be opened on hinges and is equipped with air deflectors 
that effectively direct the exhaust air upward and give 
the air high discharge velocity. To achieve low pressure 
drop, the air deflectors are rounded off on both their long 
sides. The hoods are equipped with effective provision for 
drainage.

TBHC Dual-purpose Hood
The TBHC is a combination of TBHA outdoor air hood and 
TBHB exhaust air hood

TBHA Outdoor 
Air Hood

TBHB Exhaust Air 
Hood

TBHC Dual-purpose 
Hood

TBHA Outdoor air hood and TBHB Exhaust air hood TBHC Dual-purpose Hood

For the GOLD LP A B C D E H kg
05, 08 600 500 950 Ø400 620 800 44

H

E

C

D
B

A

B

2 angle brackets 
(unmounted) 
are supplied 
with the hood.

2 angle 
brackets 
(unmounted) 
are supplied 
with the 
hood.

GOLD LP A B C D E H G kg
05, 08 1200 1100 950 Ø400 620 800 500 100

C

G

A

B
D D

E

H
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TBHE Exterior wall hood
Designed for the admission of outdoor air and the dis-
charge of exhaust air. 

The exhaust air is horizontally discharged through a circu-
lar wire mesh grille at the front of the hood. Outdoor air 
is admitted through a wire mesh grille at the bottom of 
the hood.

This design effectively prevents short-circuit flow between 
the outdoor air/exhaust air. 

The TBHE exterior wall hoods are made of aluminium-zinc 
plated sheet steel covered with a Plastisol (light grey) sur-
face coating that conforms to Environmental Class C4.

Installation
The 400 mm dia. connections are fitted with rubber seal 
rings. When you cut an opening in a wall, bear in mind 
that the ducts must be insulated with at least 30 mm 
thick insulation and with damp-proof outer layer material.

The front panel of the external wall hood can be lifted off 
(after removing its screws), reversed and resecured. This 
makes the duct connections for exhaust air and outdoor 
air optional. 

Accessories

Mechanical Equipment
TBLZ Stand
Specially designed floor stand for the GOLD LP For locat-
ing the air handling unit by a wall. 

The stand is made of galvanized sheet steel profiled sec-
tions. The stand is supplied in assembly kit form. 

TBLZ Lockable door handle
For use where more stringent demands on security are 
made as opposed to locking with a standard special key. 
Supplied in sets of 4 door handles with key for replace-
ment of existing locks at the building site.

L

c/c

D

H

D

B

< Can be reversed. >
Outdoor airExhaust air

For the GOLD LP B c/c D H L kg
05, 08 250 500 Ø400 580 1150 15

500

L

For the GOLD LP L kg
05 1368 14
08 1354 16
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Electrical and control equipment

Presence detector
For controlling high and low speed operation instead of the 
unit’s built-in timer. As soon as the sensor registers the presence 
of an occupant in the room, the air handling unit is controlled 
to the high speed mode; when there are no occupants, to the 
low speed mode.
To be connected via appropriate terminals on the control unit.

Pressure sensor
For use in conjunction with the VAV pressure control function, 
when constant pressure must be kept in the ductwork. Also for 
use in conjunction with the heat exchanger defrosting function, 
when the pressure across the heat exchanger is checked and 
the condition of the filters is monitored. The connection cable is 
included. A 1–15 m long cable can be selected.
To be connected via appropriate terminals on the control unit.

Air quality sensor
For controlling high and low speed operation instead of the 
unit’s built-in time switch. The air quality sensor registers the 
carbon dioxide content in the room air and the control unit reg-
ulates the airflow required within preset limits. 
Available installation in a duct or in a room. To be connected to 
appropriate terminals on the control unit.

VOC sensor
For variable control of the airflow. The VOC sensor senses the 
content of emissions/impurities in the room and the airflow is 
regulated within preset limits. 

To be mounted inside the air handling unit. To be connected to 
appropriate terminals on the control unit.

Room sensor 
For use when the unit’s built-in extract air temperature sensor 
does not provide representative values. 
Designed for wall-mounting and is available for Enclosure Class 
IP 20. To be connected to appropriate terminals on the control 
unit.

Timer, Mechanical
For time-limited overtime operation when the unit’s built-in time 
switch has controlled the unit to operate in the low speed mode 
or to stop.. For strap-on mounting.
To be connected to appropriate terminals on the control unit.

Timer, electronic
For time-limited overtime operation when the unit’s built-in time 
switch has controlled the unit to operate in the low speed mode 
or to stop. For strap-on mounting.
To be connected to appropriate terminals on the control unit. 
Separate power supply

Pushbutton
For overtime operation when the unit’s built-in time switch has 
controlled the unit to operate in the low speed mode or to stop. 
For strap-on mounting. Can be selected with or without indica-
tion.
To be connected to appropriate terminals on the control unit.

Connection Cable
0.25-15 m for hand-held micro terminal, pressure transducer 
and IQnomic Plus.

Extension Cable 
5-8 m long for air heater for hot water, electric air heater and 
supply air temperature sensor, 8 m long for hand-held micro 
terminal.

Extension kit for hand-held micro terminal 
For lengthening the cable, 6-50 m

Extra hand-held micro terminal 
Including holder and 3 m long cable

Strap-on sensor 
Temperature sensor for mounting against the surface where 
readings are to be taken.

SD card 
For program transmissions and logging.

IQnomic Plus 
The extra functions for which the inputs and outputs are not 
included as standard in the unit’s control unit, for example ex-
ternal monitoring and cooling.

Humidity sensor, IQnomic Plus
Temperature sensor, for the IQnomic Plus module for dehumidi-
fication and dew point control.

TBLZ Communication unit
For communication via LON FTT-10 – Lon Works and Trend 
(communication via TCP/IP and EIA 485 as well as via internal 
webserver is standard in the COMPACT).

To be connected to the communication port of the control unit. 
Power can be supplied from appropriate terminals on the con-
trol unit.

All Year Comfort
Control equipment cubicle for controlling the primary water 
circuit for cooling and/or heating. For climate beams, perimeter 
climate systems, etc.

Fire and smoke protection
The fire and smoke protection function consists of three sepa-
rate units:
• TBLZ Equipment cubicle
• TBLZ Smoke detector
• ELQZ* Damper actuator.

The cubicle contains the control unit and connections. The 
smoke detector stops the air handling unit and controls the 
damper actuators to close the dampers. An alarm is presented 
in the hand-held micro terminal of the COMPACT air handling 
unit.

*) Applicable to installations in Sweden: The ELQZ damper ac-
tuator can be used where type-approved solutions are not re-
quired. If a type-approved solution is required, the damper and 
actuator must be supplied as a unit in a type-approved version. 
In these cases, a pump-exercising mode is also required.

Accessories
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Air handling units
 
GOLD LP Air handling unit  GOLD-aa-D-LP-c
 
 Size  05 = 05
  08 = 08

 Heat exchanger  Standard = 1
   Sorption = 3

Duct accessories, uninsulated casing

End connection adapter  TBRB-2-aa

 Size  05  = 05  
  08  = 08

 
Damper, circular    TBSA-2-aaa-aaa-1-b
Tightness class 3, uninsulated damper blades

 Duct connection size:
 Ø 400   = 000-040

 Damper motor:
 Without damper motor, with handle = 0  
 With spring return = 1
 On/Off  = 2

Double damper, rectangular   TBSB-1-aaa-aaa-1-b
Tightness class 3, uninsulated damper blades

 Duct connection size:
 454 x 400   = 045-040  
 533 x 475   = 053-047

 Damper motor:
 With spring return = 1
 On/Off  = 2

AHU sound attenuator TBDA-1-aaa-aaa-bbb

 Duct connection size:
 Ø 400   = 000-040

 Length: For sound attenuator
 1,200 mm Ø 400 = 120

AHU sound attenuator TBDB-1-aaa-aaa-bbb

 Duct connection size:
 Ø 400   = 000-040

 Length: For sound attenuator
 1,000 mm Ø 400 = 100

Specification

Replacement Material

Set of filters, bag filters, GOLD LP  located in   
false ceiling or horizontal  TBFZ-1-12-aa-7
For one airflow direction, filter class F7

 Size  05 = 05
  08 = 08

Set of filters, bag filters, GOLD LP    
located by a wall  TBFZ-1-13-aa-7
For one airflow direction, filter class F7

 Size  05 = 05
  08 = 08

Hoods

Outdoor air hood  TBHA-1-aaa
Including roof duct

Extract air hood   TBHB-1-aaa
Including roof duct

Dual-purpose hood  TBHC-1-aaa
Including roof duct

Exterior wall hood  TBHE-1-aaa
Combination hood for outdoor air/exhaust air

 For unit size  05/08 = 040

Mechanical Equipment

Stanv GOLD LP   TBLZ-1-aa-06
Assembly kit, floor stand, for installation by a wall

 Size  05 = 05
  08 = 08

Lockable door handle  TBLZ-1-63
Set of four door handles with key. 
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Air cooler, water  TBKA-4-aaa-aaa-b

 Duct connection size:
 Ø 400   = 000-040

 Capacity variant:
 1  = 1   
 2  = 2   
 4  = 4

Valve set, cooling and heating  TBVA-1-aaa
2(3)-way valve including actuator.

 Valve size:
 Kvs 0.25  = 002   
 Kvs 0.40  = 004   
 Kvs 0.63  = 006   
 Kvs 1.0  = 010
 Kvs 1.6  = 016
 Kvs 2.5  = 025
 Kvs 4  = 040
 Kvs 6.3  = 063  
 Kvs 10  = 100
 Kvs 16  = 160
 Kvs 25  = 250

Air cooler, direct expansion  TBKC-3-aaa-aaa-b-1
1 section

 Duct connection size:
 Ø 400   = 000-040

 Capacity variant:
 1  = 1  

Air cooler, direct expansion  TBKC-4-aaa-aaa-b-1
1 section

 Duct connection size:
 Ø 400   = 000-040

 Capacity variant:
 2  = 2

Air heater for hot water: TBLA-5-aaa-aaa-2-b

 Duct connection size:
 Ø 400   = 000-040

 Capacity variant:
 1  = 1
 2  = 2

Valve set, cooling and heating TBVL-3-aaa-b
2(3)-way valve including actuator, cable and 
sensor.  

 Valve size:
 Kvs 0.25  = 002
 Kvs 0.40  = 004
 Kvs 0.63  = 006
 Kvs 1.0  = 010
 Kvs 1.6  = 016
 Kvs 2.5  = 025
 Kvs 4  = 040
 Kvs 6.3  = 063
 
 Insertion-type sensor  = 1
 Strap-on sensor  = 2

Set of electrical connections:  TBLZ-1-27-a
For air heater for hot water

Cable, resistor and insertion sensor = 1  
Cable, resistor and strap on sensor = 2

Circulation pump  TBPA-5-aaa
Set of pump components for the secondary side 
for air heater without anti-frost protection, includ-
ing non-return valve and commissioning valve.

 Capacity at max 25 kPa
 pressure drop in air heater and pipework:
 < 0.09 l/s  =009  
 0.091-0.17 l/s =017  
 0.171-0.35 l/s =035  
 0.351-0.6 l/s =060

Electric air heater TBLE-4-aaa-aaa-bb-c

 Duct connection size:
 Ø 400   = 000-040

 Capacity variant: 
 6 kW  = 06  
 12 kW  = 12  
 20 kW  = 20  
 27 kW  = 27  
 36 kW  = 36  
 47.5 kW  = 47
  
 Voltage:
 400V  = 1
 230V (Norway) = 2 

Specification
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Electrical and Control Equipment

Presence detector  TBLZ-1-56

Pressure Sensor   TBLZ-1-23-aa
Contains pressure sensor and connection cable.

 Version:
 Sensor only  = 00   
 1 m  = 01
 3 m  = 03
 5 m  = 05
 10 m  = 10
 15 m  = 15

Air quality sensor, room  ELQZ-2-504

Air quality sensor, duct  ELQZ-2-504-2

Mounting fittings for air quality sensor,   
for circular or insulated ducts  ELQZ-1-42

VOC sensor   TBLZ-1-60-1-1

Room Sensor   TBLZ-1-24-2
For wall mounting. Enclosure Class IP 20.

Humidity sensor TBLZ-1-31-a 
For dehumidification and dew point control
 Measuring point:
 Supply air duct  = 1
 Extract air duct  = 2

Timer, mechanical  ELQZ-1-406-1
For strap-on mounting. 
0-2 hour prolonged operation

Timer, Electronic  TBLZ-1-47

Pushbutton for prolonged operation ELQZ-2-455-a-b

 Version:
 For surface mounting = 1

 Without indicating LED = 0
 With indicating LED = 1

Connection cable  TBLZ-1-26-aa
For hand-held micro terminal, pressure sensor,  TBIQ
 
 Version:
 1 m  = 01
 3 m  = 03
 5 m  = 05
 10 m  = 10
 15 m  = 15

Connection cable  TBLZ-2-26-aa
For hand-held micro terminal, pressure sensor,  TBIQ
 
 Version:
 0.45 m  = 00

Extensioncable   TBLZ-1-05-a
With quick-fit connector
 
 Version:
 5 m long for air heater, electric or water coil = 1
 5 m long for supply air sensor = 2  
 8 m long for hand-held micro terminal,    
 pressure sensor,  TBIQ = 3

Extension kit for Hand-held Micro Terminal TBLZ-2-13
For extending the cable 6 – 50 m 

Strap-on Sensor   TBLZ-1-32

Extra Hand-held Micro Terminal  TBLZ-1-22 

SD card TBLZ-1-62-a
Flash card for program transmissions and logging
  
 Version:    
Without GOLD LP program  = 1  
 With GOLD LP program  = 3

IQnomic Plus   TBIQ-2-1-aa
Functional module and connection cable

 Version:
 0.25 m  = 00   
 1 m  = 01
 3 m  = 03
 5 m  = 05
 10 m  = 10
 15 m  = 15

Communication unit   TBLZ-3-1-a-41

 For interface:
 LON FFT-10  = 1
 Tend  = 2

All Year Comfort TBLZ-1-59-a-b-cc 
Control equipment cubicle for controlling the   
supply water flow.

 Operation
 Cooling control  = 1   
 Heating control  = 2   
 Cooling and heating control  = 3

 Room Sensor
 Without  = 0   
 With  = 1
 Connection Cable
 1 metre  = 01   
 3 metre  = 03   
 5 metre  = 05   
 10 metre  = 10   
 15 metre  = 15   
 > 15 metres  = xx

Specification
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Specification

Fire and smoke protection

Equipment cabinet for fire and smoke   
protection function  TBLZ-1-48-1

Control box for fire and  
smoke protection function TBLZ-2-48-2
Including control unit for smoke detector and damper  
exercising, damper: 24 V AC Also requires the TBIQ accessory.
Including control unit for smoke detector 

Smoke detector, optical  TBLZ-2-49-1
Venturi tube, 600 mm

Mounting fittings for smoke detector, for circular   
or insulated ducts  TBLZ-1-53 

Damper actuator  ELQZ-1-428-3-a 

 With spring return = 1
 With spring return and  
 limit switch  = 2
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Recommended working range for sizing.

Permissible operating range when the fan is controlled to operate at a lower speed. The lower limit for the airflow when the unit is operat-
ing in the airflow regulation mode; see the black broken line in the diagram. If pressure regulation is used, the airflow can be regulated to 
zero, however this presupposes a certain static pressure drop in the ducting (approx. 50 Pa).

For Ecodesign 2016/2018, the mean value for supply air and extract air must be within the limit line. 

Limit line, Ecodesign, 2016 
Limit line, Ecodesign, 2018 

GOLD 
LP

Min. airflow Max. airflow

m3/h* m3/s m3/h* m3/s

05 300 0.08 1900 0.53

Min. and max. airflows GOLD LP
The tabulated flows are those that are possible to set. The prac-
tical flow limits are determined by the external pressure drop.

* When adjusting the flow, round off the value to the nearest 
settable step.

GOLD LP
Correction factors KOK , dB

Range
in

chart

Octave band, No./mid-frequency, Hz

Sound path 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

To 
outlet duct

1 -1 -8 -11 -7 -7 -6 -6 -11

2 -3 -3 -5 -11 -11 -12 -15 -21

To 
inlet duct*

1 -11 -14 -23 -13 -27 -39 -41 -41

2 -8 -7 -12 -21 -31 -42 -42 -41

To room unit’s 
surroundings**

1 -21 -26 -37 -39 -41 -39 -44 -54

2 -23 -21 -31 -43 -45 -45 -53 -64

*   Includes the integral attenuation of filters and the rotary heat exchanger.
** The total sound power level emitted to the surroundings is the sum of the 
supply air and extract air sound levels.

Sizing

GOLD LP, size 05

Supply air fan

Extract air fan

SFPv

Airflow, m3/s
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Airflow, m3/h

The lower limit for the airflow when the unit is operating in the airflow regulation mode.
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Recommended working range for sizing.
Permissible operating range when the fan is controlled to operate at a lower speed. The lower limit for the airflow when the unit is operat-
ing in the airflow regulation mode; see the black broken line in the diagram. If pressure regulation is used, the airflow can be regulated to 
zero, however this presupposes a certain static pressure drop in the ducting (approx. 50 Pa).

The air handling unit complies with requirements to Ecodesign 2016. For Ecodesign 2018, the mean value for supply air and extract air must be within 
the limit line.  

GOLD 
LP

Min. airflow Max. airflow

m3/h* m3/s m3/h* m3/s

08 300 0.08 2600 0.74

Sizing

Min. and max. airflows, GOLD LP
The tabulated flows are those that are possible to set. The prac-
tical flow limits are determined by the external pressure drop.

* When adjusting the flow, round off the value to the nearest 
settable step.

GOLD LP
Correction factors KOK , dB

GOLD LP, size 08

*   The integral attenuation of filters and rotary heat exchanger has been taken 
into account.
** Total sound power level emitted to the surroundings is calculated as the sum 
of the levels in the supply air and the extract air.

Range
in

diagram

Octave band, no./mid-frequency, Hz

Sound path 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

To outlet duct 1 -1 -6 -6 -8 -7 -7 -12 -15
2 -1 -5 -8 -8 -7 -9 -13 -16
3 -1 -2 -6 -15 -14 -16 -22 -25
4 -2 -3 -5 -13 -13 -14 -20 -25

To inlet duct* 1 -6 -9 -12 -22 -31 -33 -38 -37
2 -7 -10 -17 -18 -29 -31 -37 -38
3 -6 -4 -14 -27 -35 -39 -44 -43
4 -7 -5 -12 -22 -34 -36 -42 -43

To air handling 
unit surroun-
dings**

1 -21 -24 -32 -40 -41 -40 -50 -58
2 -21 -23 -34 -40 -41 -42 -51 -59
3 -21 -20 -32 -47 -48 -49 -60 -68
4 -22 -21 -31 -45 -47 -47 -58 -68

Supply air fan

Extract air fan

SFPv

Airflow, m3/s

A
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b
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a

Airflow, m3/h

The lower limit for the airflow when the unit is operating in the airflow regulation mode.

Limit line, Ecodesign, 2018 
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Sizing

 

Outdoor air Supply air Extract air Exhaust air

Right-hand version

Left-hand version

GOLD LP
Delivery and Transport within the Site
The air handling unit is delivered on a wooden pallet. The 
slide rails, inspection panels and fans can be dismantled 
from the unit to make it easier to transport the unit within 
the site.
The GOLD LP is produced in one variant in which all the 
components are arranged at their given physical locations 
inside the unit. 
Thanks to its low installation height, the GOLD LP can be 
installed in false ceiling voids, horizontally in an attic space 
or in other confined spaces. In order to save floor space, 
the GOLD LP can also be mounted by a wall (a floor stand 
is available as an accessory) as an alternative to a conven-
tional unit arrangement. If the unit is mounted on a wall, 
the electric equipment cubicle must always be located 
upwards.
The air handling unit is supplied in the right-hand version. 
The unit can be changed to the left-hand version at the 
building site by making a simple adjustment in the control 
equipment.  

Electrical Data
Power supply
Size 05: 1-ph., 3-wire, 230 V -10/+15%, 50/60 Hz, 10AT.
Size 08: 3-ph., 5-wire, 400 V -10/+15%, 50/60 Hz, 10AT.
The unit is equipped with a main switch.

Electrical equipment cubicle

Electrical equipment cubicle

L

A 500 C

F

ED
Ø 11

G

30

340 I150

J

B1 95

72
62

36J
12 12

H1H2

B2

K

36

Power connection

Including slide rails.  
Extra inspection panel.  

Dimensions and Weights

Centre-to-centre dimension between holes in the mounting brackets

Slide rail

Clear service space
A clear space of 500 mm open space must be provided in front 
of inspection panels on the inspection side or in front of the 
extra inspection panel on the long sides for changing the filters. 
A clear space of at least 200 mm must be provided above the 
electrical equipment cubicle for opening its cover.

Electrical equipment cubicle

GOLD LP A B1 B2 C D E F G H1 H2 I J K L kg

05 731 1052 1100 635 1210 481 1111 425 507 560 50 454 400 2172 247
08 807 1210 1258 675 1410 480 1269 500 582 635 48 533 475 2370 301

Excluding slide rails.  

Rated data per fan
Size 05: 1 x 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 0.74 kW.
Size 08: 3 x 400 V, 50/60 Hz, 1.0 kW.

Rated data for the heat exchanger drive motor
Step motor, 3-phase, 5.8 A (2A)*, 50 V* max 90 V.
*) The motor control system limits the output power/volt-
age to the value specified.


